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Abstract: This  paper presents  the effect of the re fra c t iv e  index of cladding to the Bragg wavelength

and reflection in waveguide Bragg grating filter. Ins tead of keep in g  t h e  v a lue of the critical angle

cons tant throughout the whole length of the fiber, cladding index can also be use as  t h e  wavelength

s h ift er. W ith the s tepper profile of reflecting wavelength versus  cladding index changes  enable s  t h e

tunable Bragg grating filter is  been fabricated which uses  the modulated cladding index as  the

wavelength tuner. In t h e  e n d  of this  paper, the profile of refractive index of waveguide and cladding

change to the Bragg wavelength is  also compared for the analys is . This  p aper also includes  the

proposal o f t u n able wavelength device fabrication and determines  the exact point to control

wa v e length variation. Simulations  are done us ing IFO_Grating software utilizing the couple mode

t h e o ry . T h e  s tudy is  among the firs t to be reported regarding the influence of refractive index o f

cladding to the Bragg wavelength and reflection.
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INTRODUCTION

Designing the waveguide Bragg grating filter involves  several parameters  that dete rmine the filter

specifications  and p erformance. The refractive index modulation, grating’s  period, grating’s  length, refractive

index of the waveguide and cladding and thickness  of waveguide will determine the re fle c t e d  wa v elength,

intens ity and bandwidth (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S. Shaari, 2003a; Ab-Rahman, M.S., S. Shaari, 2003b ). The Bragg

Gra t in g  filter has  shown vas t application as  a tunable wavelength filter, add and drop multiplexer, t u n e r

element in laser so u rc e  (Bhatia, V., K.P. Reddy, 1999; Kim, J. and B. Lee, 2000)(McCall, M., 2000).  Now

the grating is  not specifically used in s ingle mode fiber but also can be inscribed on mult imode fiber to extend

their application (Mizu n a mi, T ., T .V. Djambova,  2000). The grating itself could be tilted to manipulate the

reflection, so it can be used as  the demultiplexer (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S. Shaari, 2001).

In this  paper we present a s tudy on the W BG’s  specification variation due to the changin g  o f the des ign

parameters , which is  the refractive index of cladding. As  was  mentioned ea rlier, although the cladding does

not carry light, it  is  nevertheless  an essential part of the fiber. It keeps  the value of the critical angle cons tant

throughout the entire length of fiber. The cladding also affects  the Bragg filter’s  specification but the effect

is  n o t  a s  lin ear as  the effect of the refractive index of core (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S. Shaari, 2003a; Ab-Rahma n ,

M .S., S. Shaari, 2003b). The reflection wavelength is  shown to shift periodically with the change of refrac t iv e

index of cladding, affording  a center wavelength shift of 0.02 nm at 1549.4nm.  Simulation result is  obtained

by us ing IFO_Grating software which utilizes  couple mode theory, a product of Optiwave Corporation. 

Theory:

The s imples t form a fiber Bra gg grating cons is ts  of a periodic modulation of the refractive index in the

waveguide of the s ilica material. These types  of uniform fiber gratings , where the ph a s e  fro n ts  are

perpendicular to the fiber’s  longitudinal axis  and with grating planes  having cons tant period are cons idered the

fundamental building blocks  for mos t Bragg grating s tructures  (Ab-Rahma n , M.S., S. Shaari, 2003b). Light
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which is  guided along the c o re  o f a n optical fiber will be scattered by each grating plane. If the Bragg

condition is  not satis fied, the reflected light from each of the subsequent planes  becomes  progress ively out of

phase and will eventually cancel each other out. Ad d it ionally, light that does  not coincides  with the Bragg

wavelength resonance will experience very weak reflection at each  o f t h e  grating planes  because of the index

mismatch and this  reflection will accumulate over the length of the grating (Kim, J. and B. Lee, 2000).

In Bragg grating fabrication, expos ing photosens itive fiber to a spatially varying pattern of ultraviolet light

produces  th e  n e c e s s a ry refractive index perturbation that produces  the fiber gratings . W e assume that the

effresult a n t  p e rt u rb a tion to the index of refraction n  of the guided modes  of interes t is  given by the following

express ion (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S. Shaari, 2003c; Hill, K.O., et al., 1978):

eff effä n (z) = än  (z)  [ 1 + s cos{ 2ð/Ë(z) +  ö(z) }]  (1)

wh ere s is  the fringe vis ibility associated with the index change, Ë is  the grating period, ö(z)  accoun t s

efffo r t h e  g ra t in g  chirp, and än  is  the “dc” index change spatially averaged over the grating period, or the

s lowly varying envelope of th e grating. For a fiber with a s tep-index profile and a uniform induced index

c o eff cochange across  the core än ( z) ,  one finds  that ä n  ~ Öän  where Ö is  the core power confinement factor for

the mode interes t. Typically, the fundamental LP01 prop a g a tion mode for a s ingle-mode fiber, for which the

normalized frequency V< 2.4, gives  a confinement factor that of 0.8 and an  e ffe c t iv e  in d e x parameter b  of

co cl co cl~0.5. V = (2ð/ë)a(n  – n )  where a is  the core radius , n  and n  the core a n d  c la d d in g  in dices ,2 2 1/2

eff cl corespectively. The effective index is  related to t h e  p a ra meter b by the s imple express ion b = (n  - n )/(  n  -2 2 2

cln ). Knowledge of V and b  result in determination of the confinement factor through (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S.2

Shaari, 2003c)

l l+1 l-1Ö=- b /V  [ 1- (J  ( V (1-b)  / J (V (1-b)  J (V(1-b)   (2)2 2 2 1/2 1/2 1/2

W h e re  l  is  the azimuthal order of the mode and J is  the Bessel function of the firs t kind. W e have mad e

the assumption that the grating is  confined to the core of the fiber. Therefore, the mode co nfinement factor

approaching unity tells  us  that the grating is  effective in scattering to the extent that the fiber mode is  confined

to the core, as  one may have anticipate d  g iv e n  t h e  core’s  inherent photosens itivity (Ab-Rahman, M.S., S.

Shaari, 2003).

Parameter:

W aveguide parameters  

Refractive index of core : 1.53        

Core thickness  and width : 6 ìm

Refractive index of cladding  : 1.5

Cladding  thickness  and width   : 20 ìm

Grating’s  parameters

Period : 0.50764455

Index modulation : 0.0001

Peak wavelength : 1550 nm

Grating length : 10 000 ìm ( 1 cm )

Photosens itive material

Type : Cons tant

Material type : Silica

Pos itive dopant : Phosphorus  doped s ilica

Negative dopant : Boron doped s ilica

Simulation:

In des igning the grating of Bragg filter, a software c alled IFO_Grating is  used to find the parameters  of

the grating. The software is  developed by Optiwave Inc. based on couple mode t h e o ry . T he des ign of Bragg

grating filter involved modification on the grat in g ’s  shape, length, apodization, index modulation and chirp,

according to the fiber’s   diameter and refractive index. On c e  such device setup is  completed, the program will

perform s imulation and its  output will contain specifications  of the grating and its  performance.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Besides  the refractive index of the core, the cladding index also affects  the specification wavelength which

is  being reflected. However, the relationship is  not as  linear as  the effect due to the core index. Figure 1 shows

the increas ing of the cladding index value can also affects  the reflected wave le n g t h . A  s mall change will not

shift the center wavelength. But altering the cladding index to a certain value can shift the cente r v a lue

p e riodically. The s ize of the reflected wavelength will be increas ing gradually when the index of cladding is

about 0.03.

Fig. 1: The increas ing of Bragg wave length s ize periodically by increase the cladding index values

Increasing the cladding index value in certain duration does  no t  a ffe c t  the reflected wavelength but

alteration beyond the limitation will shift the wavelength by 0.2 nm. At certain Bragg wavelength, there is  a

range of refractive index of clad d in g . T he range is  bigger when the values  are far from the core index and the

s ize becomes  smaller when the cladding index values  achieve t h e  c o re  in d e x value. Here, the refractive index

of core is  about 1.53 and as  indicated from Figure 1, there are five s e t s  o f p e rio d  wh ich can be obtained for

cladding index values  of 1.5 to 1.528.

Figure 2 shows the reflection of Bra g g  wa v e length versus  the refractive index of cladding. Based on the

graph, there are several lobes  that represent a different Bragg wavelength. The lobes  have different bandwidth

and the s izes  are decreased when they approach the core in d e x v a lu e  (n=1.53). The quadratic relationship

between the cladding refractive index and reflection power a t  v a rious  wavelengths  shows there is  a maximum

power reflected for each wavelength.

Fig. 2: The changes  of refractive inde x o f c ladding also affect the intens ity of reflection power and shift the

s ize of Bragg
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Figure 3 below shows the shiftin g  o f Bragg wavelengths  linearity by increas ing the refractive index of

waveguide. The reflection wavelength is  shown to shift linearly with the alteration of waveguide index,

affording a center wavelength shift of 1 nm over 0.001 of in d e x c hange at 1550 nm. The graph equation is

Fig. 3: The pos itive lin e a rit y relationship between the waveguide refractive index and the center of reflected

wavelength.

c 1ë  = 1000n  – 10(3)   (3)

1with ëc and  n  are the Bragg wavelength and waveguide index respectively. 

Co mp a ring Figure 1 with Figure 3, the effect of refractive index of cladding to Bragg wavelength is  s e e n

to be more s table in certain application in des igning the tunable optical devices . The s tabilit y  is  t h e  main

eleme n t  in des igning the tunable wavelength filter (Kumazaki, H., K. Nakashima , 2002). This  is  because the

range of tuning period in cladding index chan ge is  wider than the waveguide index change. The linearity

profile with gradient va lu e , m  =  1n m / 0.001 tend to be more difficult in tuning the wavelength which is  been

reflected in W BG filter or OADM.

Figure 4 shows t h e  intens ity of reflected power versus  the change of waveguide refractive index for

different Bragg wavelengths . The undeterminis tic fashion of Bragg wavelength intens ity shows that the

relationship between these both parameters  is  random. Comparing with Figure 2, the value of Bragg wavelength

in t e n s it y  after utilizing cladding index tuning can be predicted ahead of time and can eas ily be controlle d .

Thus , the specification of tunable waveguide Bragg grating filter can be eas ily determined.

Fig. 4:  The change in values  of waveguide index is  also inducing the reflection power to vary.
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Fig. 5: Illus tration of fabrication of tunable waveguide Bragg grating us ing cladding index tuner

The Proposal of Tunable Wavelength Device Development:

In the development of tunable optical devices , the c o re  re fra c t ive index is  modulated in order to change

the index and specification wavelength s imultaneous ly. Here, the shifter element such as  aluminium or cromium

is  fabricated bes ide the core waveguide. By this  inventio n , we  c a n  fa b ricate the element of shifter under the

cladding layer which ha s  t h e  purpose to modulate the index of cladding. The changing in operational

wavelength is  also more s table compare to the core modulated tunable device. This  section highlig h t s  o n  the

fabrication process  and control mechanism of tunable wavelength device. Six control points  are extract e d  from

the graph when mapping the ‘Reflection vs  Refractive Index’ and ‘Bragg W avelength vs  Refractive Index’

Device Fabrication:

2The fabrication s tarts  with the development of the SiO  layer on  t h e  s ilicon glass . Then the

2Cro miu m/ a lu minium is  sputtered to form a layer onto the SiO . Us ing the PECVD, the cladding layer based

on the SiO2 is  developed. The waveguide is  fabricated and the grating is  inscribed. Deep-trench etching is  then

created for releas ing the s tress  during heat up process .

Mechanism of Control:

M a p p in g  t he ‘Reflection vs  Refractive Index’ (shown by Figure 1) and ‘Bragg W avelength vs  Refractive

Index’ (shown by Figure 2) has  given a clear and dis tinct a p p lic a t io n  of this  research. W ithout changing the

period of grating and refractive index of waveguide, the wavelength can also be va rie d  u s in g  the modulation

of cladding refractive index. Analyzing Figure 6 has  had the chance to obtain  s ix tune points  for changing the

reflected wavelength. The shifting mechanism is  more s table because the reflection of Bragg wavelength profile

is  in s tep form. This  is  clearly depicted by Table 1 below.

Table 1: Six control points for tunable wavelength device based on the thermal effect on cladding

Point A B C D E F

reflec ted (nm )ë 1549.4 1549.6 1549.8 1550.2 1550.4 1.551

output  (%)P 93 93 92 89 90 88

cla ddingn 1.501 1.512 1.517 1.521 1.524 1.527

Conclusion:

The modulated refractive index of cladding can also suitable for the des ign and de v e lo p me n t  o f tunable

Bragg grating filter. The Bragg wavelength changes  pe rio d ic a lly by increas ing the cladding index. The power

also varies  in a quadratic manner when the index o f c lad d in g  has  been changed. This  s tudy is  the firs t of its

kind in reporting regarding the influence of refractive index of cladding to the Bragg wavelength and reflection

which potentially be used as  the wavelength shifter element.
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Fig. 6: Six control points  can be extracted fro m t h e  g ra p h  after mapping the 'Reflection vs  Refractive Index'

and 'Bragg W avelength vs  Refractive Index'.
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